Fitting JSP Filters to the FORCE8 Mask
Please find below a rough and ready explanation of an alternative method to fit JSP filters to the FORCE8
mask.
My dominant hand is my right hand – this will be used to fit and secure the filter. My left hand will be used
to support and cradle the mask.
The mask is orientated like so, (in your left hand) with the Red Arrow baseline facing the web of the hand.
The true Red Arrow is then pointing and facing away from the body.
Note: thumb and finger are placed on the harness buckles respectively before cradling them to support
the underside of the filter matting surface.

With your right hand, identify the White Arrow on the underside of the filter, just beneath the gasket. Your
right hand being the dominant (stronger hand) will be used to orientate one of the filters.
The Red Arrow identified on the mask along with the White Arrow upon the underside of the filter are then
aligned together.
Ensure both surfaces (Filter & Mask) are identically flat against one another before applying a little
pressure/compression of ‘3 – 5 seconds’ If need be, both hands that are supporting the product can be
bought close to the chest to aide compression.

Continue the compression method by using both hands (FOR and AGAINST) ensuring the mating surfaces
are flat. Whilst continuing compression twist the filter in a clockwise direction until the resistance is felt and then stop.
The WHITE ARROW can be seen situated just above the horizontal line (compass line/East, West) of the
exhalation valve clear protective cap.
Note: If you have been unable to locate the white filter arrow to the horizontal line on your first attempt
continue the compression and twist action until the white filter arrow is located - as seen in the image
below.

Continue the same method when fitting the other filter.
Fitting the filter analogy - just like a twisting open a prescription pill bottle. Compression is the winner.
The YOU TUBE links may be of assistance to you:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkcBYELutNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xbrqz4ufL_o
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